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Abstract/Introduction

Robots have demonstrated their value in assembly for decades, usually executing specialized
subtasks in larger assembly lines. In this project, we investigated the potential of a Panda arm to
do generalized assembly following a blueprint of a desired structure consisting of smaller parts.
We focus on LEGO assembly which allows for complex structures made of copies of a limited
set of blocks (LEGO pieces). We demonstrate the product by constructing a LEGO assembly
shown in the accompanying video.
We wanted this project to be modular and generalizable to other desired structures easily by
using the following platform. At the bottom of this platform, we leveraged the SAI2 Primitives
to make a class of controller called “GenericController.” This controller mainly provides low
level tasks to move the end effector and hold/release its grasp. This is used in the implementation
of a mid level operator that customizes it for LEGO specific tasks (moving LEGO pieces and
clicking them in place). This is finally used to execute a blueprint for a desired structure.

Final Implementation

The World

Our final world in which our LEGO assembly robot operated included a table, a LEGO base
board which served as the foundation of our assembly, the individual LEGO pieces we used to
build the assembly, and the Panda robot with a gripper. The LEGO pieces were constructed from
a series of simple box collision meshes. Four slightly offset boxes were assembled with fixed
joints, leaving an opening in the center to serve as the hole for the stud. Another box and then
stud were attached with fixed joints to the top, leading to a final 32mm x 32mm x 24mm LEGO.
The final collision mesh for our LEGO can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 1: LEGO Collision Mesh



As seen in Figure 1, the individual boxes that make up the LEGO collision mesh are all offset
slightly such that they do no touch. This is essential to ensure the meshes remain separate and
convex.

The studs at the top of the LEGO were modeled as a chamfered rectangular prism, as can be seen
in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows the location the collision chamfer was placed in order to match
with the 4 pegs of the visual mesh.

Figure 2: Chamfered Stud (left) and Positioning of Stud on Base Plate (Right)

The hole in the LEGO collision mesh is a 8mm x 8mm gap. The base of the stud is 6mm x 6mm,
and it is 4mm tall. A 25 degree chamfer starts 1mm from the base, giving top dimensions of
3mm x 3mm, which allows for more error in LEGO placement, as the chamfer will mechanically
guide the LEGO into place.

The final set-up included a base plate, represented as a box collision mesh with the previously
discussed chamfered studs on top. LEGOs were then placed on the base plate to form the
beginning of a “puzzle” and three LEGOs were stacked to the side for puzzle completion. Figure
3 below demonstrates this initial set up.

Figure 3: Initial World Set-Up



We place the last three LEGOs using the controllers described later in order to solve the “puzzle”
leading to the final result shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Solved LEGO Puzzle

The Controller

As mentioned in the abstract, we have three levels of abstraction as follows. Dividing the work
into these levels allows for implementing and testing each separately in a timely manner. It also
allows for swapping them with better implementations as needed (which we talk about in the
Challenges section of this report). The three levels of abstraction are:

1. Generic Controller. This class is the one initiating the Redis client that communicates
with the robot simulation. Upstream, it provides a function “gotoPosition” which moves
the end effector to a desired position and orientation in the world. It declares its task
accomplished when (and blocks until) the end effector is within a provided tolerance with
respect to the position and orientation from the desired. It also waits until the velocity of
the system drops below a specified threshold for a specified duration. This is to make
sure that the robot did not just pass through the target, but rather stopped there.
In addition to these parameters, this function asks for a desired grasp position (as a
boolean). It holds the desired grip before starting the motion and throughout the
trajectory.
The goal of this is to provide an abstraction for the entire control business such that
stacking a few “gotoPosition” commands with the needed grasps should be enough to
accomplish most assembly subtasks.
This controller is implemented using two SAI2 Primitives tasks. A PID (PosOriTask)
control task is used for moving to the desired position using the first 7 degrees of freedom
that Panda offers. For the grasp control, another PID (JointTask) control task is used to
control the last 2 degrees of freedom for the two prismatic fingers attached to the Panda.
The JointTask has no dynamic decoupling for it to not interfere with the PosOriTask.
Additionally, we set the null space matrices for both tasks to work independently of the
other. To do so, we set the upper left corner of the null matrix to Identity for the first 7



dof for the PosOriTask and the bottom right corner of 2 dof to Identity for the grasp task
setting the rest of the matrix to 0. This is supported by the fact that the first 7 dof are
exclusively responsible for the position task while the last two joints are exclusively
responsible for the grasp.

2. LEGO assembler. This level of abstraction serves for the tasks specific to LEGO
assembly which make use of the earlier “gotoPosition” function. It works by stacking
multiple copies of the latter command to do things like moving a LEGO piece of a
specific shape somewhere on the LEGO grid. It also does some tasks specific to LEGO
such as pushing the piece in place to click it after moving it to the correct position.

3. Main. This is the highest interface which divides a desired blueprint into a repeating state
machine of installing individual pieces in the correct place. It does so by leveraging the
latter layer of abstraction repeatedly until the entire structure is built.

Force Based Assembly
Since real LEGOs snap together, we wanted to replicate this in simulation. To do so, after the
piece was placed, we had the gripper go up a few millimeters, then lower again. Once a certain
force threshold is reached, the piece is assumed to be assembled and the next piece is picked up.
The figure below shows this behavior. It can also be seen in the project videos.

Figure 5: Force Thresholding for LEGO Assembly

LEGO assembly instructions
We conceived of and implemented a few different methods of encoding the assembly instructions
for the LEGO pieces.

Ultimately, we fed the controller with a matrix of known LEGO positions and orientations and
final LEGO positions, and looped through those matrices to assemble the LEGO pieces. A
number of waypoints were added into the instructions to ensure that the robot gripper came from
the proper direction and would fit in the desired space. A more refined implementation would
have used the camera sensor to determine this information. For example, known regions of
LEGO parts to be assembled could be compared with the actual location of the parts to determine
if they still need to be assembled.

To encode more complex LEGO assemblies, we would use multiple layers of matrices for each z
layer of the LEGO assembly.



Challenges
We faced many challenges in this project, mostly around simulating the LEGO world and
control.

Simulation
The main challenge we faced in representing the world was
in trying to approximate the interactions between LEGOs.
As described in the implementation section we made the
LEGOs out of several box collision meshes and made the
hole larger then the stud. However in doing this each LEGO
involved 6 different collision meshes and trying to add many
LEGOs to the scene made the simulation run very slow. We
tried to only enable collisions for a LEGO once we were
ready to place it, but as more LEGOs were placed the
simulation again slowed down. Figure 6: Collision Mesh of Pre-Placed LEGOs

Thus, our final solution was to lumped the LEGO meshes of already placed LEGOs into simple
boxes, so only 3 LEGOs at any given time would ever have a full LEGO collision mesh. In the
future, we could place more than three by enabling dynamics for LEGO when we want to place
it, place up to 3, disable dynamics and hide those 3 LEGOs, enable a conglomerate box in their
place and move on to the next 3.

Control
Our issues with control focused around
repeatability. The combination of uncertain
collision behavior and some odd physics meant it
was difficult to repeatedly show our final demo.
Pieces wandered around in the gripper, changing
their pose. This made it difficult to know where
the pieces should ultimately be placed. (see image
right)
Pieces floated and bounced around in the space
after they were supposed to be in their final
position. One fix here could be to “lock” the pieces
in simulation after they are placed and before
moving on to the next one. Figure 7: Piece Moving in Gripper
With a bit more time, we likely could have  implemented an additional control scheme to
compensate for some of these things. It’s interesting that these are the sort of problems which
would be much easier to solve in hardware. Additionally, more sensor feedback would have
helped solve this issue.



The takeaway from these two groups of challenges is that these are problems which would be
easily solved in hardware rather than simulation, since we could quickly iterate the mechanical
design and incorporate features (such as chamfers and other assembly jigs) to help motivate the
assembly of parts.

Results/Conclusion

Our final video for our project can be seen here: https://youtu.be/FiaDcAGLLUU.  We learned
many things throughout working on this project about control and particularly about representing
physical interactions in simulation. We came to realize that the snap-to-fit LEGO interactions we
see in the real world were impossible to accurately simulate due to the nature of collision in
SAI2. While the simulation environment and the things that have been done in it are impressive,
there is a limit to how well interactions between objects can be modeled when these objects do
more than touch, and our project provided an interesting way for us to think about the nature of
interactions between LEGOs specifically. Additionally, we recognized that there are many ways
to represent the assembly of the LEGO parts. This is an interesting area to investigate as
assemblies become more complex. We would be excited to replicate this project in hardware
since the majority of our difficulties came from the simulation itself. Additionally, this project
could have benefited significantly from better sensor implementation.

https://youtu.be/FiaDcAGLLUU

